Talented New Trio Tops Up KM Packaging Team
Starting 2017 at a gallop, leading European
packaging specialist KM Packaging Services Ltd
has boosted its technical and customer service
departments with a newly hired trio of skilled staff.
Joining the KM team as Technical Manager,
Agnieszka Knap brings nearly ten years’
experience in the packaging industry, fulfilling a
wide remit in quality and technical roles. With an
in-depth knowledge of converting and testing
material properties, Agnieszka is a qualified
external auditor with the remit to provide technical
support for KM’s product trials and development in
both UK and overseas markets.
Natalya Ricketts enhances a highly experienced
Customer Service Team with over 50 years of
service delivery among them and, in addition to
boosting the marketing function, will also respond to customer enquiries from around the globe and ensure their
requirements are met. In addition, Emily Perry joins the KM Finance Department as Business Support Assistant
with responsibility for the purchase ledger and company expenses, as well as fulfilling trial despatches to
customers.
KM Packaging’s Commercial Director Graham Holding commented: “KM Packaging is continuing its expansion
in both domestic and international markets, and we’re committed to providing excellent technical and customer
service to our customers across the globe. All three new team members complement the company’s reputation
for skills and innovation, supporting our target of extending shelf life, preventing food leakage or spoilage, and
helping our customers to improve their offering to the consumer.”
Leading the market in application knowledge and technical expertise, KM includes barrier shrink films, high
performance antifog films and resealable film lidding – amongst other products - within its extensive ranges.
Operating globally in North and South America, Europe, Africa, the Middle East and Australasia, KM’s lidding
solutions enable customers across the world to most effectively present, protect and preserve all kinds of chilled,
frozen and convenience foods. Of course, KM’s films meet FDA and CFIA requirements for use in food
packaging solutions, sealing to CPET, APET, PP, Foil, Board and thermoform applications.
The company’s experience and commitment to rapid turnaround mean that it can meet demand for both high
volume orders and also fast delivery on short-run seasonal products. For more information about KM and its
vast range of flexible and reliable packaging solutions, please visit the website www.kmpackaging.com or call +
44 (0)1832 274944.

